
 

New London Plan - Deliveroo Response 
 
 
Deliveroo welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Mayor’s London Plan. We are a              
company established in London in 2013, with our global HQ based in the Capital and over                
6,000 restaurants across the city using our platform to boost their businesses. We directly              
employ over 1,000 people in London and provide flexible, well paid work for over 15,000               
riders. Independent research estimates that a further 2,780 jobs have been created in             
London’s restaurant sector as a result of our operations. Over the last 5 years, we have had                 
a substantial, positive impact on London’s economy. 
 
Deliveroo believes that London is a great place to do business and innovate - but we need to                  
make sure that the policy and planning system are flexible enough to cope with our changing                
needs and geared towards innovating businesses. We want to be the world’s top food              
company with our global HQ in London. To achieve this, we need planning and economic               
policies that support our growth. The result will be more jobs for Londoners, increased              
business investment and the most creative and entrepreneurial restaurant sector in the            
world.  
 
Deliveroo primarily operates two business models: 
 

● A service which (i) connects Deliveroo customers with restaurants via the Deliveroo            
app or website, and (ii) connects restaurants with riders using the Deliveroo            
technology, creating a great food delivery experience. In an average of 32 minutes,             
Deliveroo’s riders can bring the likes of Busaba Eathai, Carluccio’s, Gourmet Burger            
Kitchen and MEATliquor to a customer’s home or office. The model works for both              
restaurants and customers: customers get the food they love delivered to them            
quickly, and restaurants that don’t typically offer food delivery can increase their            
revenues and customer base. 

 
● A new service known as “Editions” which (i) helps restaurants and food            

entrepreneurs expand to new areas and (ii) brings customers the food they love but              
do not have access to in their local restaurant market. Editions are purpose built,              
tech-enabled kitchens designed to solely service orders via the Deliveroo app or            
website. Deliveroo uses its data insights to identify cuisines that customers want but             
do not have access to locally ,and then invests in kitchen infrastructure to allow              
restaurants who excel in those cuisine types to set-up in those local areas. Deliveroo              
Editions allows restaurant partners to open in a new market without the upfront             
costs of high-street premises, meaning restaurants can grow faster and customers           
are given a wider choice of food experiences. Whether it is a local restaurant looking               
to expand, a street food entrepreneur seeking new customers, or a restaurant            
wanting to launch a new menu, Editions is designed to support innovation. 

 
Our Editions business model amplifies the already positive contribution Deliveroo has made            
to London’s economy, creating more work, both for riders and restaurant employees, and             
encouraging the growth of small businesses and food entrepreneurs across London.           
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Editions started in London and, we believe, will become a key part of the Capital’s               
business infrastructure and food landscape.  
 
This submission will cover: 

(1) Our support for the Mayor’s emphasis on the importance of technology. 
(2) Our commitment to policies to manage noise. 
(3) Our endorsement of policies to support SMEs and start-ups, and to promote the             

“vitality and viability” of town centres. 
(4) Our call for the following changes to the draft London Plan to support the continued               

growth of new tech-oriented business models: 
● new policy wording to give a clear direction to local planning authorities that             

they should take a consistent approach to use classification which is flexible            
enough to accommodate new, innovative business models; and 

● a greater emphasis within policy of the importance of the significant           
economic benefits that businesses like Deliveroo bring to London, including          
the introduction of an economic impact test for industrial and employment           
uses.  

 
(1) THE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNOLOGY - POLICIES E8 AND SI6 
 
We welcome Policy E8 and the emphasis the Mayor is placing on ensuring London’s global               
leadership in tech across all sectors is maximised. We also support the Mayor’s objectives              
in Policy SI6 to achieve greater digital connectivity in London (in particular mobile             
connectivity) and to require the provision of digital connectivity infrastructure. 
 
As a leading British tech company, we agree that “London’s global leadership in tech across               
all sectors should be maximised”. Over and above the direct positive impact this will have               
on businesses such as ours, this policy can help position London as the premier world city,                
encouraging other top companies and more world-class talent to base themselves in the             
capital.  With our HQ in London, we are keen to support this vision however we can. 
 
Deliveroo is Europe’s leading tech hub, bringing the world’s best tech talent to London. In               
February 2018 we committed to creating another 250 tech roles in our London HQ, meaning               
in just two years we will have created nearly 600 high skilled tech jobs. The new roles will                  
include data scientists, software engineers, product designers, managers and specialists in           
cyber security. By the end of 2018 Deliveroo will have 2,000 employees worldwide; more              
than half of whom will be based in our London HQ.  
 
Deliveroo’s most significant technological innovation is our ‘FRANK’ algorithm - a brand new,             
real-time dispatch algorithm, which constantly looks at available riders and orders, and then             
evaluates within seconds the most efficient way to dispatch them. This decision process is              
based on (i) machine-learning predictive models of when the food will be ready, (ii) how long                
every part of the delivery process will take and (iii) which rider is best placed to fulfil that                  
specific order based on distance, type of location and other factors. The result is that               
customers get an even more precise indication of when deliveries will arrive. Alongside             
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other refinements to Deliveroo’s technology and operations, the ‘FRANK’ algorithm          
has already helped cut delivery times by 20%. 
 
Deliveroo is also investing in new technology that will change the face of food preparation               
and delivery, benefiting restaurant partners globally. This technology, created by US food            
company Maple, which was bought by Deliveroo in May 2017, will speed up food              
preparation, providing chefs with preparation time information on an item-level basis to            
optimise preparation and cooking speed; provide chefs and managers with a real-time            
kitchen overview dashboard, helping them identify bottlenecks and make adjustments          
ensuring uninterrupted flow; and help restaurants effectively manage their purchasing          
operations by predicting weekly order quantities and therefore ingredient requirements. By           
using this technology to aid kitchen administration, chefs can enhance their focus on             
food-preparation, improving their output by up to 100%. Streamlining food preparation           
ultimately improves restaurant revenue streams, cuts food waste, speeds up order times for             
customers and enables riders to deliver more great food to our customers. 
 
Technological innovation also drives Deliveroo’s Editions concept. Editions uses data to           
identify customer demand in under-served areas and predicts which restaurants are likely to             
succeed in each area, thereby reducing the risk of business failure for restaurants. Editions              
also allows food entrepreneurs to prototype new food products and/or brands with the             
benefit of data collected by Deliveroo. This in turn supports small businesses and start-ups              
to launch and/or establish multiple restaurant sites at a lower cost than opening a traditional               
restaurant on the high street.  
 
As Deliveroo grows and becomes more successful, it is committed to attracting the             
brightest and best tech talent from around the world and also being a hub for homegrown                
expertise, ensuring London is seen as the natural home for innovation. Deliveroo would             
welcome the opportunity to discuss with the Mayor how it can actively support the Mayor               
in implementing this vision.  
 
(2) MANAGEMENT OF NOISE - POLICY D13 
 
Deliveroo understands the importance of noise management to promote quality of life, as             
referred to in Policy D13 of the London Plan. Deliveroo wants people to be able to enjoy                 
amazing food when and where they want it, with a sustainable delivery service that is a                
welcome part of local communities. Over 50% of riders in London are cyclists. For those               
who choose to ride on motorcycles or scooters, Deliveroo is trialling electric-powered            
vehicles.  We are seeking to protect the environment by reducing noise and emissions. 
 
In relation to planning permission, we agree that noise management should be considered at              
the earliest stage possible in any development process. For Deliveroo, this means            
undertaking a noise impact assessment to help determine the existing noise sensibilities            
and feasibility of a proposed Editions site. We also support the Plan’s reference to              
“promoting good acoustic design” and ensure that all heating, ventilation and air            
conditioning at our Editions sites have noise attenuation factored into the design as             
standard.  
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(3) SUPPORTING SMEs AND LONDON’S TOWN CENTRES - POLICIES E2, E4, E8,           

SD6, SD9 and E9 
 
The Mayor’s emphasis on supporting smaller businesses and “ensuring the availability of            
suitable workspaces” is also welcome. Our business relies on our restaurant partners being             
successful - without them, we would not be able to deliver great food to our customers. It is                  
important that we have a great selection of restaurants for our customers to choose from.               
Both of these involve working with and supporting SMEs and start-ups to ensure that we can                
continue to bring our customers the food they love. Deliveroo works with 15,000 restaurants              
across the UK, more than half of which are small independent restaurants rather than large               
chains.  
 
In recent times the high street has faced challenges from technological changes and the              
emergence of online retailing and services. In contrast to this trend, Deliveroo has helped              
restaurants stay on the high street. If customers try restaurant food at home for the first                
time via our app, they are more likely to visit that restaurant in person. Furthermore, custom                
via Deliveroo supplements restaurants’ income with deliveries on quiet nights of the week.  
 
In partnering with us, restaurants are exposed to new customers and new markets, enabling              
them to scale their operations, which in turn creates jobs and has other positive, knock-on               
benefits to the wider economy. Restaurants who partner with Deliveroo see their revenues             
increase by up to 30%. Deliveroo has helped create 7,200 restaurant jobs across the UK and                
in 2017 alone increased revenue of the restaurant sector by £460 million. At a time when                
high streets are facing challenges, this can be the difference between a restaurant closing,              
surviving and thriving. We therefore welcome the support for high streets in Policy SD6(B). 
 
We agree with Policy SD9 that town centres need their own individual strategic plans within               
the overall objective of developing “strong, resilient and adaptable town centres”. The            
“restructuring of the retail sector” requires a greater emphasis on restaurant growth as a              
way to offer good community spaces and ensure the social benefits a good high street can                
bring are realised. Restaurants can play a key role in regeneration, providing communal             
spaces as well as work to local people. There are relatively high levels of part-time jobs                
available in the hospitality sector , helping those with caring responsibilities to find work.             1

There is also a significant multiplier effect, with 4.5 additional jobs created for every 10 jobs                
created in the hospitality sector . Our view is that the London Plan could be clearer about                2

the role restaurants can play in supporting town centres.  
 
Our Editions concept is a huge support to restaurants. It provides restaurants with the              
infrastructure to set up their kitchens so they can bring their brands to new areas, enabling                
leading brands to reach a new customer base. Deliveroo provides restaurants with unique             
insights that allow them to tailor menu items and pricing, leading to increases in sales of up                 
to 400%. With an average investment of £250,000 required upfront, opening a new             
restaurant or expanding is simply out of reach for many small firms. Editions is becoming a                

1 http://www.bha.org.uk/economic-contribution-uk-hospitality-industry/  
2 http://www.bha.org.uk/economic-contribution-uk-hospitality-industry/  
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key part in the ecosystem of restaurant growth. Editions gives start-ups the            
opportunity to trial and scale their product at low financial risk, as the following case               
studies demonstrate: 
 

(A) Mother Clucker 
 

When Brittney moved to the UK in 2001, she spent 12 years reminiscing about              
the fried chicken in her home city of New Orleans before she decided to do               
something about it. Joining with Ross, Brittney created Mother Clucker, selling           
quality fried chicken at pop-ups, street markets and using a van. Wanting to             
reach new consumers but without the risk of setting up a ‘proper’ restaurant,             
Mother Clucker joined Editions, enabling them to reach consumers in areas they            
never previously considered, using Deliveroo’s data to inform their expansion          
plans. Who knew North West London was in such dire need of good fried              
chicken!? Editions is now responsible for 50% of Mother Clucker’s turnover           
throughout the year, helping the business smooth peaks and troughs in demand            
and allowing them to hire six skilled chefs to work on the Editions sites.              
Consumers loved their chicken so much that Mother Clucker are not only            
continuing their expansion through Editions but also by acquiring their first           
‘proper’ restaurant later in 2018.  

 
(B) Waleema 
 

Fadi grew up in Lebanon and worked in the restaurant sector for as long as he                
can remember. His first job aged 14 was as a kitchen porter. Even though it was                
very busy and the managers were strict, Fadi caught ‘the restaurant bug’ and             
knew this was the industry he wanted to work in. Fast forward to 2008, Fadi               
moves to London and has a variety of restaurant ventures including a bricks and              
mortar site and a takeaway business. His breakthrough was realising that           
traditional Lebanese menus were just too big and complicated and it was putting             
off would-be diners. Does anyone really need a choice of 15 hot starters and 15               
cold starters?! Fadi approached Deliveroo with his idea for a smaller menu of             
less than 20 dishes in total, designed so that one person can order a full meal for                 
just over £10 on their own, or a banquet for over £40. Having proved the concept                
worked in Battersea, he joined the Editions site at Swiss Cottage where his food              
is going down a storm with Camden residents. Currently Fadi is focussing on             
continuing to expand his business through Editions and trialling new concepts           
without the risk and capital costs of opening a restaurant.  

 
Deliveroo Editions are also trialling this year allowing food entrepreneurs to set up ‘pop ups’               
at an Editions site, further supporting innovation and growth in the capital. The first ‘pop up’                
initiative gives existing food brands the opportunity to set up at an Editions site and, after 12                 
weeks, the most popular will be given a permanent spot. This is the next phase in                
Deliveroo’s Editions programme, which brings new food experiences to local          
neighbourhoods. Editions can be the stepping stone for innovative business to owning a             
restaurant, revitalising the high street. We therefore support policy E8(C.1), encouraging           
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“start-up, incubation and accelerator space for micro, small and medium-sized          
enterprises”.  
 
We agree with the support expressed in Policy E9 for a successful, competitive and diverse               
retail sector with sustainable access to goods and services for all Londoners. We are,              
however, concerned that policy E9 could be overly restrictive on the expansion of restaurants              
in London by proposing a blanket restriction on A5 hot food takeaway uses within 400               
metres walking distance of an existing or proposed primary or secondary school. This is not               
directly relevant to Deliveroo’s business models but we want to see a thriving restaurant              
sector, which meets customers’ needs in a sustainable way. Not all hot takeaway food is               
unhealthy and we very much hope that the GLA works with restaurants on how to best                
realise vital healthy eating objectives which we all share. We would welcome the             
opportunity to meet with the Mayor and discuss other ways that we and restaurants could               
work with him on the healthy eating agenda.  
 
(4) LAND TO SUPPORT LONDON’S ECONOMIC FUNCTION - POLICY E4 
 
We believe our Editions concept is having a positive impact on the London economy, and               
there is huge potential for this to grow as Editions grows. However, we are finding that the                 
restrictive interpretation of the planning use classes, combined with a slow and sometimes             
hesitant response, by some Local Planning Authorities (“LPAs”), could put these future            
economic gains for London at risk. 

 
Despite the fact that Deliveroo Editions planning applications largely relate only to external             
alterations of industrial buildings, some LPAs are questioning whether the Editions concept            
also requires planning permission for change of use (away from the existing lawful Class              
B1(c) use of a given site). These LPAs are hesitating to accept the Editions concept as a                 
light industrial use and appear to be finding difficulty fitting the Editions concept within the               
current use classes. As the London Plan recognises, food preparation, and therefore the             
Editions concept, lawfully falls within an industrial use class.  
 
It is important to note that there have been instances where Deliveroo Editions has sought               
planning permission for a Change of Use to Class B1(c) which has been granted, reinforcing               
that this is the correct use class under which Deliveroo Editions should be operating. Our               
concern is the inconsistencies in Use Class interpretation could hamper Editions’ growth            
potential. 

 
The Deliveroo Editions concept is new and Deliveroo understands that many people will have              
questions about how it works - but this should not have a bearing on its planning use                 
classification. If businesses like Deliveroo are to continue to invest and create innovate new              
concepts then it is vital that LPAs take a an approach to interpreting existing planning use                
classes in relation to new business models that is flexible enough to accommodate             
innovation, in particular in food delivery. An overly rigid interpretation that excludes new             
developments in the sector could, as a consequence, leave business models such as             
Editions without a clear UCO and such uncertainty could in turn deter investment in              
innovation. 
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We welcome the support that Policy E4 gives to maintaining a sufficient supply of              
land for industry, logistics and services to support London’s economy and the            
emphasis on providing flexible B1(c)/B2/B8 hybrid space, as well as last mile distribution             
uses and consolidated centres and collection points.  
 
However, Deliveroo would ask the Mayor to give clearer policy support to ensure that food               
delivery businesses that take extensive mitigation measures fall within the scope of the             
existing industrial use classes, such as Class B1(c).  
 
Deliveroo Editions on-site mitigation measures are outlined in Annex A.  
 
In the context of a densely developed, urban environment such as London, and the industrial               
intensification, co-location and substitution envisaged by Policy E7, we consider that Policy            
E4 should include a new economic impact test to ensure that Councils take into account the                
significant economic benefits associated with new and innovative businesses, like Editions.           
Giving proper weight to the economic benefits of such proposals is also important for              
ensuring the most beneficial and most efficient use of the limited industrial land that London               
has to offer. More broadly, it will be damaging to London if innovative companies are unable                
to grow and develop in the Capital because the opportunities their businesses can bring are               
not being properly assessed within the planning system.  
 
Editions provides on average 35 jobs per site, with some sites hosting over 50. In               
comparable industrial sites to those where Editions are based, the space is often used for               
storage or host businesses which employ fewer than ten people. Therefore, Editions are             
creating jobs in areas that otherwise would not exist. 
  
As Policy 1.3.1 of the Plan states, unemployment can negatively impact health - creating              
good work is a key driver of the Mayor’s policy in the London Plan and his other strategic                  
documents. We have committed to working with JobCentre Plus to fill entry level positions              
and give local people the opportunity to work at our Editions Sites. This allows us to offer                 
opportunities to those who may have been out of the labour market for a long time and need                  
a chance to succeed.  
 
We invest significantly in our Editions sites before they open - boosting the profile of the                
local area, encouraging occupancy in other sites and increasing the potential for business             
rate collection. We endeavor to engage local contractors to upgrade the buildings and make              
sure they meet our needs, as well as those of our restaurant partners. In total, we have                 
spent well in excess of £3.5m in capital expenditure on our Islington, Whitechapel, Swiss              
Cottage and Battersea Editions sites. We believe this is significantly more than other             
businesses spend on similar sites. 
 
Our own experience is that LPAs often overlook the significant economic benefits of the              
Editions sites and an economic test that ensured such factors were taken into consideration              
during decision-making would, in our view, lead to improved outcomes for local            
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communities, economies and residents. Components of the test could include          
placing importance on: 
 

● the number of jobs and overall opportunities for work created; 
● investment in older, existing industrial stock and more efficient use of industrial land; 
● enabling the growth of new and existing businesses, including restaurants, SMEs and            

start-ups; 
● new opportunities for supply chain businesses; and 
● improving the quality and choice of goods and services, including deliverable food,            

on offer for the local population.  
 
Without a more flexible approach in interpreting the use class of businesses such as              
Editions, there is a very real risk that London’s industrial land will not be able to                
accommodate the range of services that are needed to support the city’s modern economy.              
This is supported by the CBI, who have made a similar point in their own submission to the                  
London Plan:  
 
“Regarding B1c spaces, going forward, businesses would like to see local authorities            
consider the economic impact of the space’s use on the surrounding area. Businesses have              
noted that B1c spaces are increasingly becoming a source of innovative business activity             
and the planning system should be geared to supporting them.” 
 
We believe our work to support SME restaurants, the ability of our Editions sites to create                
work and opportunities for Londoners, and our willingness to make capital investment in the              
sites should stand us apart from many looking to use light industrial units. We would like to                 
see this taken into account in the planning system with an introduction of an economic               
impact test. We believe there needs to be better understanding of the vital role that               
workspaces like our Editions sites perform and the economic benefits that they bring. We              
would welcome the development of supplementary planning guidance that explores this in            
more detail. This guidance would assist local planning authorities and other stakeholders in             
their consideration of planning applications, in the context of the London Plan requirements             
for the Mayor to ensure the availability of suitable work spaces for start-ups and SMEs.  
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ANNEX A 
 
Deliveroo Editions: on-site mitigation measures 
 
Deliveroo adopts a standard set of mitigation measures that are employed at each Editions              
site to ensure that the use is compatible with residential amenity. These measures are              
subject to ongoing monitoring and review. Deliveroo also has a dedicated email that is              
monitored to provide a point of contact for nearby residents. The mitigation measures             
include a Travel Plan, a Delivery Management Plan and an Operation Management Plan. 
 
The Travel Plan includes the following: 

● The provision (where necessary) of an on-site Traffic Marshall, who is responsible for             
overseeing arrivals/departures and behaviour of all individuals who access or work           
on site to ensure minimal disturbance; 

● Ensuring (through the Deliveroo rider app) that riders arrive at the site when the order               
is nearly ready to be despatched in order to prevent them congregating on site; 

● Ensuring that all food orders are collected from within the units/buildings, with an             
internal rider waiting area and welfare facilities provided to further minimise           
disturbance; 

● The provision of rider assembly points in areas as far from any nearby residential              
properties as possible, and controlling how riders access a site (as monitored, where             
necessary, by a Traffic Marshall); 

● Ensuring that all riders registered with Deliveroo are contractually required to behave            
professionally, will have undertaken an on-boarding process, and key materials for           
this process will be readily available online; 

● Putting in place measures to limit any potential disruption caused by how riders             
access a site (as reviewed, where necessary, by a Traffic Marshall); 

● The provision of signage on site reminding riders to leave the area as quietly as               
possible once the order has been despatched; and 

● Encouraging site staff to use sustainable measures such as cycling or public            
transport when arriving/departing; 

 
The Delivery Management Plan includes as follows: 

● Each of the restaurant brands are required to provide Deliveroo with full details of the               
number and frequencies of deliveries to the site during the week. This information is              
subsequently reviewed by Deliveroo and where possible deliveries to the site will be             
combined with the other operators to reduce traffic movements; 

● Waste collection and delivery vehicles are provided with specific delivery windows to            
minimise any potential for disturbance. The Deliveroo On-site Manager will be           
responsible for monitoring deliveries to the site within the agreed times and taking             
action where appropriate. 

 
Finally, the Operation Management Plan, which prescribes measures for both prior to and             
after the launch of each Editions site, includes the following: 
 
Prior to the launch of an Editions site: 
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● Before selecting a Deliveroo Editions site, a robust appraisal process is           
undertaken with input from the professional consultant team, including         
planning, transport, noise and plant/ventilation advice. This process is critical          
to determining the suitability of the site and enables principles and parameters to be              
established to address any particular site-specific impacts; 

● For example, the noise survey will assess the background noise levels for each site              
and will confirm what is an acceptable noise level for the site to operate within               
having regard to each respective local authority’s policies and local circumstances.           
Similarly, the plant/ventilation engineer advises Deliveroo on the siting and routing of            
any plant equipment together with the level of acoustic mitigation required to meet             
the specified noise requirements and any required mitigation from odour; 

● Following the appraisal process, bespoke measures are tailored to each site in line             
with site specific circumstances which complement the standard set of mitigation           
measures which are employed across all sites; 

 
After the launch of an Editions site: 

● Operating each Editions site within the noise levels identified as acceptable within            
the completed noise survey (as monitored by the on-site Manager); 

● Review of noise reports annually (or more if deemed necessary); 
● Ensuring temporary generators are only used where strictly necessary, and then only            

used within strict operational times; 
● The implementation of a strict maintenance programme for any plant equipment to            

ensure all filters are regularly cleaned and replaced (where appropriate) in line with             
manufacturer’s recommendations. 
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